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Mach-Zehnder Interferometer
Polarization Splitter in InGaAsP/InP


Abstract—A passive TE/TM mode polarization splitter based on a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is demonstrated. Insertion loss of 1.5 dB and extinction ratios of -19 dB for TE and -15 dB for TM have been measured at 1510-nm wavelength. The device attains large optical bandwidth employing a pair of multimode interference (MMI) couplers and a wavelength-tolerant birefringent structure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spatial TE/TM mode splitting is crucial for polarization diversity receivers [1], polarization shift keying [2] and polarization diversity multiplexing [3]. Several polarization splitters have been studied based on different operating principles. Asymmetric Y-branches on LiNbO3 were reported [4] in which the effective indices were electro-optically controlled. The polarization-dependent phase shift in a pair of length-compensated nitride-loaded silicon-based waveguides was exploited in an interferometer polarization splitter [5]. Polarization splitters based on metal-cladded directional couplers in InGaAsP/InP were demonstrated [6]. More recently, a mode evolution splitter has been reported [7] which exploits the large birefringence of first-order modes in ridge waveguides. Here we report the design, fabrication and measurement results of a passive Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) polarization splitter in InGaAsP/InP. We demonstrate that waveguides with equal TE propagation constants — while still having a convenient difference in TM — can be realized by suitably loading a ridge waveguide with a dielectric (SiO2) layer and a metal layer on top. Based on this concept, two equal-length waveguides (which we call differential arms) can be fabricated capable of providing the desired TM phase shift of \( \pi \) within the MZI, without introducing any TE phase shift. This approach has the advantage of avoiding the need of a critical compensating length in the differential arms, and/or the tuning of the waveguide widths.

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

A schematic layout of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer polarization splitter is shown in Fig. 1. The device consists of two 3-dB MMI couplers in restricted resonance [8], and a pair of non-equitranget straight waveguides of equal length (differential arms). These arms are designed in such a way as to present no relative phase shift for TE-polarization, and a relative phase shift of \( \pi \) for TM-polarization, i.e.

\[
\Delta \varphi_{TE} = k_0 (N_{TM}^e - N_{TE}^e) L_D = k_0 \Delta N_{TE} L_D = 0 \quad (1)
\]
\[
\Delta \varphi_{TM} = k_0 (N_{TM}^e - N_{TM}^a) L_D = k_0 \Delta N_{TM} L_D = \pi \quad (2)
\]

where \( k_0 = 2\pi/\lambda \) is the wavenumber, \( \lambda \) is the free-space wavelength, \( N \) is the effective refractive index, \( L_D \) is the length of the differential arms, and the superscripts \( ms \) and \( sl \) refer to the metal-SiO2 clad waveguide and the strip-loaded waveguide respectively.

The first 3-dB coupler splits the (randomly polarized) input signal into two quadrature (+90° relative phase) components, which are fed into the differential arms. Because of the equal TE propagation constants, the TE components will keep their relative phase (+90°) all along the differential arms and, when combined in the second 3-dB coupler, will add up and come out at the cross output port. The TM components, due to the phase shift of \( \pi \) introduced by one arm, will reach the second 3-dB coupler with a relative phase of -90° and, when combined, will come out at the bar output port.

III. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

A metal layer applied directly on top of a ridge waveguide causes a very strong reduction in the TM effective index [6], with a small decrease in the TE effective index and a large attenuation for both polarizations. The inclusion of a (low-index) dielectric layer between the waveguide and the metal can compensate the TE index decrease and bring the propagation losses to acceptable levels [9], while still providing a useful difference in TM effective index. This allows the design of a metal-SiO2 clad waveguide with equal TE effective index as the strip-loaded waveguide. A cross section of the metal-SiO2 clad and strip-loaded waveguide structures is shown in Fig. 2.

The real and imaginary part of the effective indices were calculated for both structures by using the Effective Index Method with complex refractive indices for the metal layers [10]. The Fiedler and Schlachetzi model [11] was used to calculate the refractive index of InP and of lattice-matched quaternary In0.73Ga0.27As0.61P0.39 (\( \lambda_g = 1.3 \mu m \)) at different wavelengths. Fig. 3 shows the differences in the real part...
of the effective indices $\Delta N_{\text{TE}}$ and $\Delta N_{\text{TM}}$ (as defined in eqs. (1) and (2)) between the metal-SiO$_2$ cladded and the strip-loaded waveguide, calculated as a function of the SiO$_2$ layer thickness $d_{\text{ox}}$. Metal layers thicker than 30 nm do not further modify the effective refractive index differences. At $d_{\text{ox}} \approx 120$ nm, we find $\Delta N_{\text{TE}} = 0$ which fulfills (1) for any value of $L_D$. For this value of $d_{\text{ox}}$, $\Delta N_{\text{TM}} = 4.3 \times 10^{-4}$ and (2) is thus fulfilled with $L_D = 1.76$ mm. The attenuation penalty due to the presence of metal in the metal-SiO$_2$ cladded waveguide decreases exponentially with the SiO$_2$ thickness, and for $d_{\text{ox}} = 120$ nm we calculated it to be $\sim 1.8$ dB/cm for TE and $\sim 0.8$ dB/cm for TM.

We used MMI couplers because of their good fabrication tolerances, polarization independence and large optical bandwidth [12]. All access waveguides were 2-µm wide. In order to minimize losses [13], lateral offsets were applied at the straight-to-curve transitions (0.15 µm) and at the curve-to-curve transitions (0.30 µm). The total device is 3.3-mm long, which includes 1.0-mm radius curved access waveguides with a 50-µm separation.

IV. FABRICATION OF THE DEVICES

The devices were realized on a non-intentionally doped InP/InGaAsP/InP wafer grown by low-pressure MOVPE [14]. After sputtering a 120-nm SiO$_2$ film onto the whole wafer [17], a thin (~5 nm) Ti layer (to improve the adherence of Au) and a 40-nm Au layer were deposited by e-beam evaporation. The entire layout was first defined by a standard photolithography process and then patterned with two reactive-ion etching (RIE) steps. Metals and SiO$_2$ layers were etched in a CH$_4$:He RIE [15]. A second (non-critical alignment) standard photolithography covers one differential arm of the device, allowing the removal of the unwanted metals and SiO$_2$ by
wet chemical etching. The samples were anti-reflection coated by depositing a λ/4 layer of SiO₂ on the cleaved facets.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We fabricated a series of MZI polarization splitters with \(L_D\) varying from 1.5 to 2.0 mm in steps of 20 μm and MMI 3-dB couplers with \(L_M = 425\,\mu\text{m}\) and \(W_M = 15.8, 16.0\) and 16.2 μm. In order to test the individual performances of the MMI 3-dB couplers, we integrated a series of them with lengths \(L_M\) ranging from 415 to 435 μm in steps of 5 μm, and widths \(W_M\) ranging from 15.6 to 16.4 μm in steps of 0.2 μm. These 3-dB couplers showed excess loss below 1.0 dB and imbalance within ±0.5 dB, for a length tolerance of ±5 μm and a width tolerance of ±0.2 μm. Attenuation on 2-μm wide strip-loaded straight (reference) waveguides was determined to be 1.2 dB/cm for TE and 2.8 dB/cm for TM, from transmission measurements, a two-dimensional overlap calculation of the mode mismatch, and an analytical approximation of the facet reflectivity [16]. These results agree to within ±0.3 dB/cm with loss measurements performed on similar waveguide structures by the Fabry-Perot resonance method. The metal-SiO₂ cladded waveguides showed attenuations of 3.3 dB/cm for TE and 3.7 dB/cm for TM.

The MZI polarization splitters were characterized by launching alternatively TE- and TM-polarized light into one input, recording the light from both outputs and repeating the process for the other input. Light was end-fire coupled by focusing a pair of 40× IR anti-reflection coated microscope objectives at the cleaved facets. The outputs were imaged onto a Ge photodiode and read by a lock-in amplifier.

Fig. 4 shows the insertion loss and extinction ratio measured with a 1507-nm Fabry-Perot laser on a number of devices with varying \(L_D\). Typical insertion loss of 1.5 dB (with respect to straight reference waveguides) was observed for both polarizations in the vicinity of \(L_D = 1.76\) mm. As expected, TE extinction ratio remains quite constant for all devices. Its slight droop is most probably due to the fact that Δ\(N_{TE}\) (though very low) is not exactly zero. The extinction ratio for TM shows a soft maximum around \(L_D = 1.76\) mm. The difference between TE and TM extinction ratios is partly due to a somewhat larger TM imbalance in the MMI 3-dB couplers.

Fig. 5 shows the extinction ratio as a function of the wavelength, measured on a device with \(L_D = 1.76\) mm obtained with an external cavity tunable laser. Each marker is the average of two measurements (one for each input), with the typical observed spread shown as vertical bars. Solid and dashed lines are parabolic fits.

\[\Delta N_{TE} \approx \beta \frac{L_D}{d_m} \approx \beta \frac{1}{d_m} \approx \beta \frac{1}{W} \]

VI. CONCLUSION

A polarization splitter based on a Mach-Zehnder interferometer has been demonstrated. The desired TE and TM
phase shifts were realized with a metal-SiO₂ cladding on a strip-loaded waveguide. The devices were fabricated in InGaAsP/InP waveguides with a rather simple two-mask process. The design requires, however, a good control of the SiO₂ layer thickness and its refractive index, in order to accurately compensate the influence of the metal layer for TE polarization. For example, a ±10% deviation from the optimum SiO₂ layer thickness would result in a 5-dB penalty in the extinction ratio. At 1510-nm, we measured extinction ratios of -19 dB for TE and -15 dB for TM, insertion losses of about 1.5 dB for both polarizations, and large bandwidth.
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